High Value and Low Bandwidth: Crown Cork & Seal’s $3 Million Savings

BY JACQUELINE D. BECK

One of the great advantages of e-Learning is its flexibility. The designer and developer are not restricted to a single delivery channel, so the solution they create can fit the client organization’s needs, and not the other way around. Here is a brief case study summarizing a recent project with many challenges that could only have been met by using a hybrid solution.

Crown Cork & Seal makes one out of every five beverage cans used in the world and one out of every three food cans used in North America and Europe. To ensure the health and safety of millions of consumers — and to satisfy customers like Coca-Cola, Dole, and Anheiser-Busch — Crown is dedicated to manufacturing the highest quality products.

Crown invests heavily in employee training to support its quality manufacturing process. Every year, Crown trains 15,000 people at more than 250 plants around the globe, usually in an instructor-led classroom setting. Unfortunately, classroom-based training often costs tens of thousands of dollars per day. To reduce the cost of its employee-training program, Crown decided to replace certain instructor-led courses with Web-based training applications, when the content would lend itself to this type of format.

Transforming classroom instruction into Web-based training, Crown decided to first convert a course that instructs production line supervisors how to calibrate and maintain the gauges used to measure product dimensions. The one-day instructor-led version of “Gauge
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Paul originally expected. During the project, the development teams discovered that Crown’s content would need to be available for distribution on CD-ROM as well as over the Web. Crown has 250 plants worldwide, and only 140 of these are in North America. Some locations have Internet access, and some do not. This meant that distribution would have to be a hybrid. In addition, some of the locations with Internet access were on slow (28.8Kbps) dial-up connections. Authorware supports packaging content for CD and for the Web with the same file, and it can be optimized for low bandwidth. As a result, every user would receive the same content, we could include text, visuals, sound, and animation on every page, and we could keep the page sizes between 15K and 25K.

In effect, Macromedia also became a partner on the project. We use Macromedia solutions because they make our jobs easier and our clients love the results. As a “Training and Alliance Partner” for Macromedia, we have a close relationship that we can leverage for our clients.

Sidebar 1 on page 3 summarizes the Crown Cork & Seal project deliverables.

Project development

We developed two courses as part of this project. The first course, “Gauge Capability Training” carried a price tag of $27,000 for an average size class of 20 employees.

Getting the project started

Paul Palumbo, Director of Training for Crown, quickly realized that the company did not have the in-house expertise to develop the Web-based courseware. After considering a number of development firms, Paul chose to partner with my company, Brookwood Media Arts. This decision was based on our instructional design background and our capability with Macromedia development tools. Paul also asked us to provide training in Authorware for eight of Crown’s trainers so that Crown could bring development in-house and have pre-built courses to use as templates.

An important reason for making support for Macromedia a selection criterion was that Crown had previously selected IBM’s Mindspan LearningSpace as their Learning Management System (LMS). This tool is AICC-compliant, rather than SCORM-compliant, and it was important to be able to track the courses through the LMS. (See Figure 1, below.) Authorware is fully AICC compliant and provides seamless integration to Mindspan LearningSpace.

As it turned out, the Macromedia connection was even more significant than...
Capability Training,” was based on the classroom presentation, but was not a literal conversion. (See Figure 2, below.)

I worked from a text manual and attended the instructor-led course taught on-site by an outside consultant. Because the consultant only presented this course once every six months, I videotaped the class. This gave me references to the specific content. In addition, the Cork & Seal trainers provided me with a “goals and objectives” document. My intent was to build easy-to-understand lessons for the “low-end” students.

In addition to the “Gauge Calibration” course, we also developed a course on Crown Cork & Seal’s database program for storing information about gauges. I created simulations of the software so students could see, hear, and use the software within the learning modules just as they would the actual software. By building “useful interactions” with rich media, we find that we can maximize retention rates with self-paced learning.

In our experience, students must engage in the program and make use of movement, sound, visuals and interaction to learn the content and be successful with any type of distance learning endeavor.

Coordination and communication are critical

It is important for readers to realize that I am not a technical person. It was a big advantage to have the various subject matter experts (SMEs) in the company break down the objectives into small chunks for me. This ensured that the deliverable would be “easy-to-understand,” as intended, and accurate.

We hosted an extranet site at Brookwood for the Crown Cork & Seal team, so they could see our progress on a daily basis. As milestones and edits were updated, we would send an email to Paul. His people could then go into the course, review specific sections, and provide detailed feedback for us by return email. As sections were signed off, the Brookwood developers could constantly drive forward to a completed course.

As noted earlier, the Crown system was AICC-compliant. As a result, we did not tag the content through their LMS (LearningSpace). This was not “Reusable Learning Object” (RLO) courseware. However, we did create a library and clip-art CD for the post-training class. This allowed us to go over the content created in the 50+ subtopics and make sure everyone was up to speed. All eight of the trainers who attended the Authorware class after the project was completed were sent a CD of the images, sounds, and animations. These eight people were going to be building follow-on content in-house, and communication is critical for any re-usable elements even if they are not, strictly speaking, RLOs.

Rich media enhances the learning experience

Further to the comment above about the importance of useful interactions, to enhance the online learning experience, my team and I used “rich-media” for all the courses. It was my job to design simple illustrations, capture screen shots, build animations to simulate topics, and use scanned images provided by Crown Cork & Seal to show a graphical representation of each and every topic for a more visual learning experience. Narration added to every page increased retention rates.

The sound engineers were able to achieve excellent compression rates by using Shockwave audio with the sound files. Originally, the sound track for the “Gauge Calibration” course included 79 files and was over 50 megabytes; we were able to compress and optimize the sounds down to 415K for all 79 files. (See Figure 3 on page 4.) This type of compression and optimization makes it possible to stream sound to a 28.8K modem. Building rich media for slow bandwidths requires a lot of attention to detail as well as experience, and the project plan must allow for this.

SIDEBAR 1 Summary of project deliverables

• Development using Macromedia Authorware (AICC Compliant) for two courses
• Integration with Learning Management System (LMS): IBM Mindspan Learning Space (AICC Compliant)
• On-site training for eight Crown Cork and Seal trainers in Macromedia Authorware
• Provide templates, models and Graphical User Interface (GUI) to speed development for trainers at Crown Cork & Seal
• Provide ongoing consultation and a “mentoring” relationship to support the e-Learning initiative

FIGURE 2 The “Gauge Capability Training” program was based on the classroom presentation.

FIGURE 3

Interactive Gauge Capability Training
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Operator: John Doe checks all 3 samples twice, in random order, so that you have a total of 6 readings from the 3 samples to enter into MSA Quantum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.285</td>
<td>3.286</td>
<td>3.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.286</td>
<td>3.284</td>
<td>3.283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Speeding downloads with streaming media

My concerns about download speeds were based on a specific client requirement. Paul Palumbo had informed us that Crown’s standard was a 56Kbps modem, and related his unhappy experience in this regard with off-the-shelf courses he had already purchased. Several Crown Cork & Seal manufacturing plants are located in remote areas with minimal data communications infrastructures. We learned that, even though the standard was 56Kbps, at least one plant uses 28.8Kbps modems to connect to the Internet. As a result, it was very important that the online training courses run smoothly even over slower analog modems.

Thanks to Macromedia Authorware and Fireworks, we were able to make the modules very interesting and easy to understand using graphics, animation, narration, and interactivity. The best part of all was the performance. On a 28.8K connection, we were still able to stream rich media, including narration, to each page of every subject.

Tracking and reporting

Our contract required that we create the courses under the AICC guidelines to communicate with AICC-compliant, IBM Mindspan - LearningSpace. We inserted the appropriate API calls, CMI functions and variables, meta-tags, and other necessary code so the LMS can track the courses and retrieve the scores from the shell of the custom content we created. (See Figure 4, below.) We also verified that the courses communicated effectively with the LMS and that they adhered to the major guidelines from AICC.

As part of the turnover process after training was completed, we provided ongoing coaching and mentoring to the Crown trainers to ensure their success. We also produced templates, models and job-aids to support their in-house efforts. In this way, they knew exactly what would be needed to make compliant the courses they later developed in-house.

Summary and lessons learned

While my team as well as the trainers at Crown Cork & Seal were pleased by the results (see Sidebar 2 on page 5), no project ever goes perfectly. Therefore, I have a few experiences to share with you.

First, one of the lessons we learned was to include many different eyes other than just the SME’s to review sections. With only a few people constantly reviewing the content, you tend to lose perception and sometimes do not catch the little mistakes and typos.

Have someone who will be “engaged in the training” (that is, one of the people who will take the course) on the review team. If the content is too high-level, this person’s feedback will be critical for designing content that everyone will be able to use.

Rich media was a huge part of this project, so it is not surprising that we learned — or were reminded daily of — a few critical practices. Rich media includes sound, images, and animation. When the Web is less constrained, video will also be included in rich media, but it is not there yet.

We always recommend use of GIF images for visuals like screen shots, illustrations, or clip art, where a smaller palette (fewer colors) is involved. Photographs contain thousands of colors and require JPEG format, so that the image file size can be greatly reduced, yet retain a high level of quality. If a photographic image is saved in GIF format,

FIGURE 3 It is important to achieve high levels of media file compression and optimization for low-bandwidth situations.

FIGURE 4 This Progress Report is part of the tracking and reporting capability built into the courses.
the palette will be averaged and the image will look blurry. When your staff is making screen shots or preparing digital photos for use by the contractor, they must appreciate the importance of these guidelines when they choose the file format for saving. I realize this is basic to most readers of this article, but it may be news to many on your team.

Sound is also critical to a richer program. Using tools like Shockwave audio (included with Macromedia Authorware) allows us to compress WAV files up to 95% and still retain good quality. This is critical. If you have a 15-second narrat-

SIDEBAR 2  Project outcomes

- $3 million saved yearly from reduced training costs
- More people are taking more training classes for less money
- Authorware courseware integration with the company’s LMS provides increased testing, scoring, reporting and tracking capabilities so Crown Cork & Seal can better manage their corporate training functions and their employees performance
- By training the in-house team to use Authorware, Crown Cork & Seal now benefits from a condensed development schedule and reduced maintenance costs
- Consistency by reusing sound files and clipart created with Authorware and utilizing a standard, easy-to-use navigational system
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... include many different eyes other than the SME’s to review sections. With only a few people constantly reviewing the content, you tend to lose the perception and sometimes do not catch the little mistakes and typos.

plus text and still keep the page under 20K.

One reason that our courses in this project performed well is that we were stingy about file size and worked hard at compression and optimization. Any vendor and instructional designer you bring in for your projects should understand rich media and slow bandwidth limitations, so that you get a program that performs with no delays on the low-end systems in your organization.

Finally, I would like to leave you with one thought. In the design process, it is the instructional designer that drives the budget for your course. The designer must understand these elements in order to design an effective course, no
matter what software you choose. Without that understanding, you will get a course that has features you cannot afford, and one that will not play through your enterprise without delays.
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